PRODUCT DATA SHEET

Oven Loven
OVEN & GRILL CLEANER

ABOUT THIS PRODUCT
Oven Loven is a concentrated cleaner/degreaser designed to remove
carbon deposits, baked-on food and other stubborn soils from ovens,
fryers, bakeware and barbecue grills. This powerful caustic formula softens
and loosens tough deposits quickly and easily, without scrubbing or
scraping, allowing you to just wipe the residue away with a sponge or cloth.
Oven Loven can be used in both hot or cold ovens. Paint onto surface, let
set for approximately 5 min. and wipe off or rinse off.
Do not apply directly onto light bulbs, electrical connections, heating
elements, thermostats or switches. For overnight cleaning, use only in a
cold oven. Spray the oven surfaces and close the oven door and allow to
stand overnight. Then wipe clean with a wet sponge. Rinse thoroughly with
potable water.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Appearance: Clear Liquid
Specific Gravity: 1.14
Odor: Characteristic
Ph (Conc.): 14
Flash Point: >385°F (196°C)

DIRECTIONS
1. Apply product liberally to surface to be cleaned.
2. Let stand 5−10 minutes.
3. Wipe clean with a wet sponge or cloth.
4.For extra heavy soil load, repeat the steps listed above.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
PACKAGING

SCAN FOR SDS

4x1 gal, 5 gal, 55 gal

Prevention: Wash hands and exposed skin thoroughly after handling. Do not
eat, drink, or smoke when using this product. Do not breathe dust or mists.
Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/face protection.
Response: IF SWALLOWED: Immediately call a poison center/doctor/ medical professional. Specific treatment: see first aid instructions in section 4.
Rinse mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting. IF ON SKIN (or hair): Take off immediately all contaminated clothing. Rinse skin with water/shower. Wash
contaminated clothing before reuse. IF INHALED: Remove person to fresh
air and keep comfortable for breathing. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with
water for several minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present and easy to do.
Continue rinsing. Storage: Store locked up. Disposal: Dispose of contents
/containers in accordance with local/regional/ national/ international
regulations.
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